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 1   MOK
At MOK Speciality Coffee Roastery & Bar, we always aim  
for the very best sourcing and roasting, constantly looking  
to improve to bring you the finest coffee experience.
 Rue Antoine Dansaertstraat 196, 1000 Brussels 
 www.mokcoffee.be

Goele Maes
Goele Maes is seriously passionate about wood as a 
material for her creations. The mirror Helena is inspired 
by the form of the traditional lace spool stand. Thus, 
the mirror’s height can be altered in a traditional, manual  
way, referring to the past and ready for the future. 
Accompagnied by the folding chair Klaas and  
standing desk Hobo. www.goelemaes.blogspot.com

 2   PJMARES
PJMARES designs and produces Nomax kitchens, furniture 
and high-end interiors with the logic of the Scandinavians 
and the sexiness of the Italians.
 Vlaamsesteenweg 144 Rue de Flandre, 1000 Brussels
 www.pjmares.com

D E L F I N
Delphine Bekaert uses her extensive experience to 
create D E L F I N. The white ceramics serve as a blank 
canvas that makes the food stand out. The colours 
spark joy. All pieces are unique, composed to be used 
frequently and built to last. Honest tableware handmade, 
with an edgy elegance and a unique twist. 
www.iets.be

3   Seymour Kassel Records
Rare & original vinyls for collectors and music lovers.
 Vlaamsesteenweg 93 Rue de Flandre, 1000 Brussels 
 www.seymourkassel.com

Mdst
‘Re’ - side table. ‘Re’ researches the impact of graphics 
and asymmetry on the plastic image. ‘Notus - music 
notation’. Notus is a new, fully-fledged alternative to the 
conventional system of music notation. It has a shorter 
learning curve, needs less memorisation of signs and 
has been designed to minimize the misreading of music. 
www.mdst.be  www.shop.notus.world

4   Showroom_144
Furniture selection, interior design and decoration by Frank Pay.
 Rue Léon Lepagestraat 47, 1000 Brussels
 www.showroom144.be

Sakari Hartikainen
Finnish designer and maker Sakari Hartikainen raises 
curiosity and creates space for interaction and imagination. 
Composing delicately balancing pieces, that resonate 
to the ecological balance and mirror the constant quest 
for harmony in our lives. A strong belief in the beauty of 
simplicity results in honest and clean products that speak 
for themselves. www.sakarihartikainen.com

5   Camille Belgian Creation
Camille offers high-end costume jewelry. The feminine 
jewels are full of passion, boldness and originality.
 Rue Léon Lepagestraat 11, 1000 Brussels
 www.camillebelgiancreation.be

Isabelle Torrelle - Meisterwerke
The inspiration comes from the historical portraits 
of noble men and noble ladies of the Middle Ages, 
giving them a decorative but contemporary sleeve 
tattoo. Their Mona Lisa smile projects an image of the 
indefinable tensions between the past and the present. 
It is as though you are drawn into the presence of an 
imaginary construct that cannot possibly be real. 
www.meisterwerke.be

6   VÊTUE 
VÊTUE is a clothing and accessories’ second hand store 
of Belgian designers and others.
 Rue Léon Lepagestraat 5, 1000 Brussels
 www.facebook.com/vetuefemmes
 

Alexandre Lowie
Furniture maker Alexandre Lowie created a bench 
that is determined by the requirements of architecture, 
design and the materials. The handmade bench is build 
out of solid oak and has a natural black stone reworked 
in the frame. Refined details such as the height and 
beveling corners alleviate the Japanese design and 
gives it a floating effect. www.alexandrelowie.be

 7   Stijl Men
Clothing collections for men, seen through the eyes of designers.
 Nieuwe Graanmarkt 6 Place du 
 Nouveau Marche aux Grains, 1000 Brussels 
 www.stijl.be

#ikkoopbelgisch #jachetebelge parcours 
2018 organised by FLANDERS DC en MAD 
in cooperation with DESIGN SEPTEMBER
www.ikkoopbelgisch.be / www.jachetebelge.be
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Inge Lagae
Labyrinth Carbon, a graphic sculpture for art and books.
Cabinet I, ‘experimenting the depths’. www.ingelagae.be

 
8   A Suivre

Fashion needs to be a reflection of your style and character, 
it’s a representation of who you are or want to be. Once 
you’ve found your aesthetic it’s easier to expand that 
vision within the limits of who you are.
 Rue Antoine Dansaertstraat 101, 1000 Brussels
 www.asuivre.be

Tahnee Bouciqué
‘Crossing Identities’ is a symbiosis of the different ergono-
mics of dining cultures (to eat sitting on a chair, the ground 
or a small stool). Although it can be a bit alienating at first, 
it quickly becomes recognisable. Once seated, there is 
room for dialogue. ‘Crossing Identities’ is a metaphor for 
a world formed by dialogue between and integration of 
the different cultures. www.tahneeboucique.be

 9   Hoet Optiek
Hoet Optiek, six generations of opticians. Right in the middle 
of bustling and trendy Brussels, on Dansaertstraat 97, we set 
up a spacious shop that will remind you of Brussels’ large 
department stores of yesteryear. In this shop we display 
only our own designs: the entire Theo collection and the 
exclusive Hoet eyeglasses.
 Rue Antoine Dansaertstraat 97, 1000 Brussels
 www.hoet-optiek.be

Hoet design
Hoet has launched the ‘Made in Belgium’ 3D laser-printed 
titanium eyewear. The 3D technology offers a number 
of unprecedented options in terms of design. In addition, 
this technology is eco-friendly. Hoet Couture is rust-free 
and anti-allergic, light, yet durable and at all times 
tailor-made. Quality and comfort are - as always - 
the basic precepts.

Leo Aerts
The silver bracelet has a smooth and twisted shape, in 
which the hinge and lock are unobtrusively integrated. 
The reflective silver surface stresses the beautiful ap-
pearance of the jewel. The oval shape is closely linked 
to the anatomy of the wrist and increases the wearing 
comfort. www.alinea.be

10   Stijl Women
Clothing collections for women, seen through the eyes of designers.
 Rue Antoine Dansaertstraat 74, 1000 Brussels
 www.stijl.be

Nathalie Van der Massen
‘Sverige’ a woven room divider/wallhanging which plays 
with transparency and layers. The design is based on 

a landscape painting. By cutting away threads in the 
graphic image — certain areas of this fabric become 
transparent. At eyeheight the transparent parts change 
into the more densely woven areas creating a more 
private atmosphere.

 www.nathalievandermassen.com

11   Kat en Muis
You’re barely two feet high, but you want to be dressed 
fashionably? Easy peasy. Just open our door and try out 
our clothes for babies, kids and teens.
 Oude Graanmarkt 35 rue du Vieux Marché aux Grains, 
 1000 Brussels www.facebook.com/katenmuisbxl

Inge Lagae & Dimitri Oosterlynck
Inge Lagae - cabinet IV edited by Marac 
Dimitri Oosterlynck - Untitled Abstraction #007

 www.ingelagae.be 
 

 Jeff Rutten
The indoor-outdoor table/sculpture has a pure design, 
with the bare minimum of lines. The lighting is included in 
the clearly defined frame, that lights out the whole of the 
table, due to its diagonal positioning. For the overall look, 
designer Jeff Rutten was inspired by public playgrounds 
in the sixties and seventies. 
www.jeffrutten.be

12   Filippa K
Filippa K is a Swedish clothing company, dedicated to a carefully 
curated wardrobe of now. Filippa K brings a modern interpretation 
of the life and challenges of women and men today.
 Rue Antoine Dansaertstraat 42, 1000 Brussels
 www.filippa-k.com

Pierre-Emmanuel Vandeputte
Enigmatic designer who attempts to challenge the 
evidence, change habits and calls for a new perception 
of reality. ‘Paradosso’ is a backrest; an invitation for 
awake dreamers to lean on it and take distance. 
‘Isola’ is a coffee table; the skin stretches from one
 end of the table to the other, creating a living tabletop. 
www.pierreemmanuelvandeputte.com

13   LEDA 41 
LEDA 41 covers the full spectrum of services in window 
decoration to provide you with a contemporary, creative 
and personal living and working environment.
 Oude Graanmarkt 40 Rue du Vieux Marché aux Grains, 
 1000 Brussels www.leda41.be

Doorzon Architecten
The ‘Doorzon KRUK’ (little stool) was designed by 
Doorzon Architecten in 2016 for their exhibition BRAVOURE, 
presented in the Belgian pavilion during the International 
Architecture Exhibition in Venice. The stool consists of a 

speckled cushion made out of 100% recycled rubber. 
The base is a PVC tube. www.doorzon.be

14   diito
Diito is a gallery (uptown Brussels) and a showroom 
(here), selling and exhibiting young designers, selected 
brands and vintage furniture.
 Kartuizersstraat 19 Rue des Chartreux, 1000 Brussels
 www.diito.be

 Bram Kerkhofs
‘Coil’ is a wardrobe system of which the front and the 
sides consist of a semi-transparent, vertical curtain of 
elastic ropes. To get into the wardrobe, one simply has 
to draw the strained elastics aside, after which they 
automatically return to their original position. 
www.bram-kerkhofs.be

15   Mofelito Paperito
Mofelito Paperito sells luxury notebooks, writing equipment, 
greeting cards, city guides and maps. The handpicked 
selection includes a wide range, from rare Japanese paper 
to greeting cards from bespoke illustrators. Extra attention 
goes to local Belgian brands who make products by hand.
 Rue des Eperonniers 19 Spoormakersstraat, 1000 Brussels
 www.mofelitopaperito.com

La Gadoue
They are making objects that tend to reconnect 
people to their material environment as a reaction to 
the increasing digitalization of the world. They bond craft 
and industry by reinventing techniques and processes. 
Their products are made to last and break free from 
ephemeral trends. www.lagadoueatelier.com

#ikkoopbelgisch 
#jachetebelge 

www.ikkoopbelgisch.be
www.jachetebelge.be
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